any prominent African American intellectuals employed photography to claim and make visible new social and political identities at the turn of the twentieth century. Among them, BookerT Washington stands out for the sheer quantity and variety of his photographic production. He commissioned portraits by famous photographers, and hired staff photographers to represent Tuskegee Institute, illustrating books, magazines, postcards and albums.i In this essay I'd like to consider two of his most notable uses of photography: Frances Benjamin Johnston's formal photographs of Tuskegee Institute, made to illustrate Working With the Hands, and A. P Bedou's "action" photographs made to document Washington's 1915 speaking tour. The two sets of images could not be more different: As Johnston's photographs are formal, quiet, and still, Bedou's seem almost to veer out of control with action, movement, and sound. Johnston's photographs aim to exemplify theTuskegee program of character building through discipline and manual labor, while Bedou's images seek to capture the dynamic and exhilarating effects of Washington's speech.
The book is illustrated with thirty-two photographs, twenty-nine of them made by
Frances Benjamin Johnston, a white woman photographer famous for her photographs of Hampton Institute (Washington's alma mater), which were displayed in the American Negro Exhibit at the 1900 Paris Exposition. At Washington's invitation, Johnston visited Tuskegee in the fall of 1902, and made over six hundred photographs.^The images chosen for publication replicate her signature style; they are perfectly balanced, formal photographs of students at work in classrooms and outdoors, performing the tasks of various trades.
Working With the Hands describes in detail the program of education at Tuskegee, emphasizing Washington's conviction regarding "the value of hand work in the building of character. " ' It includes discussion of Washington's philosophy of manual labor and industrial training, as well as specific details of the curriculum for full-time students and those who work during the day and attend classes at night. A good portion of the book is devoted to the work that Mrs. Washington performs with women students in domestic training. The book provides extensive examples of the successful employment of graduates and of students who are able to secure better jobs and homes after completing only part of the curriculum in technical training.
The sequel to Washington's overwhelmingly popular autobiography was published at a moment when Washington's role as prominent race leader was coming under attack by a younger generation of intellectuals born after the end of slavery. In the early years of the twentieth century, his critics, including W. E. B. Du Bois, began to challenge his perceived accommodation of segregation, which he had pronounced in his famous "Atlanta compromise," the speech he delivered at the 1895 Atlanta Exposition in which he declared that in all social matters African Americans and whites could remain as separate as the fingers on the hand.sThe year of the Atlanta compromise was also the year of Frederick Douglass's death, and as Washington took the mantel of race leadership, he argued that while Douglass's era had been a political one, the twentieth century would be a commercial age, and a "New Negro" was needed for the new century; in the era of commerce, according to Washington, "the black businessman was the logical social arbiter."^ In the face of disfranchisement in the post-Reconstruction south, as states adopted education and property restrictions on voting rights, Washington argued, "Every revised constitution has put a premium upon intelligence, ownership of property, thrift and character." '" Working The photograph and its placement in the volume introduce Washington as not only the face but also the author of progress. Returning the gaze, he is the subject who provides the story that animates Johnston's still and silent photographs. The downward-looking, disciplined students are object lessons in his tale of education and uplift.
By the turn of the century, posing a man at his desk with pen in hand, suspended over paper, was a classic way of suggesting his intellect, power, and importance. Such posing was particularly pronounced and symbolically laden for African Americans because it was first and foremost a display of literacy, the capacity that Frederick Douglass famously equated with manhood in the mid-nineteenth century.
Washington turns the pen to a slightly different task in making his case for industrial education. Here the pen is not only the sign of mental training, but also a tool, like any other, wielded to produce real things in the real world. And it is as a tool that the pen serves to sharpen the mind. Washington proclaims: "There is something, I think, in the handling of a tool that has the same relation to close, accurate thinking that writing with a pen has in the preparation of a manuscript. Nearly all persons who write much will agree, I think, that one can produce much more satisfactory work by using the pen than by dictation."i2 Here, in shorthand, is Washington's argument about manual training-working with the hands, with tools, is ultimately, for him, the best way to improve the mind.
The framing photographs for Working With the Hands highlight the production of texts. In the first photograph, writing is seen to be the unique and embodied labor that issues forth from Washington's own hand -indeed, writing is one of the principal ways he "works with his hands." In the last photograph, seven men are shown "typesetting" in the "printing office" (Figure 3 ).The "writing tool" Washington celebrates at the beginning of the book, the pen, is transformed at the end of the book into the press, and his script becomes mechanically reproduced print.The individual characteristics of his handwriting are transformed into Photography is also, of course, a reproducible medium, and the advent of the halftone reproduction process, used to illustrate the volume, dramatically increased the ease viiith which photographs could be reprinted and circulated with text. Importantly, the halftone process enabled photographs to be printed within texts, as embedded in texts rather than added to them. In other words, the halftone process enabled photographs to function as part of the text and its argument in new ways. Here then, the photograph becomes an ideal vehicle forWashington's propaganda not only because it shows "real" progress in a "tangible" manner, but also because it can be reproduced and circulated widely with and even as text.The photographs show not only the "Tuskegee method," but also how it will be reproduced and circulated. In the image the orator is still, his mouth closed. But the effects of his speech are still rippling through the audience, brightening the indistinct faces with smiles. Washington is For Barthes, the presence of the photographed subject is also always marked by its passing. In the temporal dissonance of the photograph Barthes sees foretold the subject's death.
And the death that so haunts Camera Lucida also haunts Bedou's photographs of 1915, for mere months after his tour, Washington would collapse exhausted and pass away.The photographs of his tremendous energy foretell his death, even as they also preserve him alive, radiating energy. The photographs register sound although they do not reproduce it; they visually mark the voice that one can no longer hear.
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